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A STUDY OF THE APPLICATION OF AIRFOIL SECTION DATA
TO THE ESTIMATION OF THE HIGH+UBSONIC!-SPEED
CHARACTERISTICS OF SWEET WINGS
By Lynn W. Himton
SUMMARY
Estimates of the variation with Mach number of the aerodynamic
characteristics of swept wings are made on the basis of airfoil section
data combined with span-loading theory. The analysis deals with exami-
nations of some 26 wings and wing-body couibinationsranging in sweep
angle frcm 30° to 60° and for Mach numbers between 0.6 and 1.0.
Results of the study indicate that the two-dimensional section data
afford good qualitative information for such high-speed aerodynamic
* characteristics as the variation with Mach number of drag, zero-lift
pitthing-moment coefficient, and lift coefficient for flow separation.
Quantitative estimates of the force and moment divergence Mach numbers4
could not be made with any degree of certainty fram the airfoil data
alone. Somewhat improved quantitative estimates for a given configura-
tion wewe obtainable by basing the estimates on the measured character-
istics for a wing of similar plan form but different section, and adjust-
ing for the effects of differences in section on the basis of section data.
INTRODUCTION
At low values of lift where the viscous problems of flow separation
.
u
are minimized, wing span-loading theory, such as that developed in
references 1 and 2, has been found to handle rather successfully the
span-loading changes associated with sweep throughout the subcritical
Mach number range. Estimates, therefore, of the lift and moment char-
acteristics of swept wings in the linear range should pose little diffi-
culty to the aticraft designer. However, a quantitative definition of
the actual limits of this low-lift linear range are not to be found fmm
the theory itself. Nor at high= values of lift and Mach number where
problems of tiscosity and supercritical flow are encountered will
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potential theory provide the information required by the aircraft
designer. -ConsequWtly, studies of existingflight and wind-tunnel. -
data are held essential for purposes of gaining not only a further ‘
understanding of the aerodynamic problems involved with swept wings but
also to develop, if possible, improved methods for estimating the *-
acteristics of an arbitrary swept-wing design.
For flows essentially incompressible, the work of references 3 and
4 demonstrated the value of combining two-dimensional.data with span-
Loading theory for estimating the loading and stalling behavior of two
45° sweptback wings. h view of the measure of success ftiundat the
—
lower speeds, this general progratnhas been extended to the compressible-
flow case, crude as the assumptions obviously are for handling such a
complex flow problem, in an attempt to determine to just what extent
high-speed two-dimensional airfoil data could be linked to the character-
istics of the finite wing. The findings of one such study dealing with
the detail loadings on a 45° sweptback wing of aspect ratio 6 have been
reported in reference ~. In the present report the analysis is centered
around the three-component force and moment data for some 26 different
wing and wtng-body combinations covering angi.esof sweepback from
to 600 and Mach numbers from about 0.6 to 1.0. The test Reynolds
numbers of the three-dimensional data included in the survey fsll
ally within a range of 2 to 4 million.
.—
NOTATION
CL liftlift coefficient,—qs
CL lift-curve slope at zero
CD drag coefficient,*
dC!L
lift —
‘ da
CDi induced drag based on reference 1
pitching moment
% pitching-moment coefficient, qse
%
pitching-moment coefficient at zero lift
M free-stream
‘A free-stream
MD Mach number
Mach number
Mach number for yawed w5ng, equal.to M
dCD
for drag divergence, M at which ~ = 0.1
3*O “
gener-
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*P pressure coefficient
R Reynolds number based on 5
s wing area
a mean-line designation
b wing span
c local chord measured parallel.to plane of symmetry
Lb‘2 ~zdy
wing mean aerodynamic chord,
Job’2c ‘Y
cd section drag coefficient>
c1 section lift coefficient,
Cla% section lift-curve slope,
section drag
qc
section lift
qc
&cl
da
Czi design section lift coefficient4
c% section pitchtig moment at zero lift
~
free-stream dynamic pressure
x chordwise distsmce from leading edge measured parallel to
plane of symnetry
Y spanwise
a angle of
e angle of
v fraction
distance measured normal to plane of symmetry
attack
twist (positive for washin)
of
A sweep angle
..
Wing notation, see table
*
semispan
of wing qmter-chord Line
I
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Subscripts
Calc calculated
exp experimental
max maximum
aep trailing-edge flow separation ‘-
A yawed flow
METHODS AND APPIICATION
h estimating the characteristics of a finite-sparewfng, two
different procedures will be considered. For the first, all three-
dimensional effects are assumed to be confined to span loading; hence,
in such a scheme local sections are considered to behave like infinite-
span sections. This general approach was employed in reference 6 for
unswept wings and subsequently served as the groundwork for a study of
a swept wing in incompressible flow reported in reference 3. In the
present analysis directed at the subsonic compressible-flow case, this
method has been simplified still further by ignoring the variations in
local loading across the span in evaluating the compressibility and via-
cosity effects. In other words, the evaluat-ionsof these effects are
based on the airfoil section data for a lift coefficient corresponding
to the averagewing lift coefficient. The yawed @finite-wing data
were derived from unswept two-dimensimal airfoil.data using simple-
sweep-theory relations tith no allowances for any root, tip, or body
interference effects. Procedural details followed in estimating the
variations tith Mach number of C~ CD, ~, and CL for beginning of
flow separation are indicated in subsequent paragraphs. This method
will be referred to as the adjusted wing theory procedure.
Ih the second procedure considered herein, incremental differences
found from the two-dimensional ds.taare applied to the known character-
istics for a three-dimensional configuration approximating the one in
question but differing primarily in airfoil section. This method, which
will be referred to as the adjusted wing data procedure, obviously has
the advantage of iqcluding in the estimate the three-dimensional inter- -
ference effects omitted in the first proced&e.
A summary of the wing configurations considered, together with the
references fram which the data were extracted (refs. 7 to 30), is given
in table I.
—
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Adjusted Wing Theory l&ocedure
5
Lift-curve slope.- Wing lift-curve-slope variation with ~ch number
was calculated from span-loading theory using the method of reference 1.
Jn the supercritical Mach number range where the theory fails to indicate
sufficient increase, the theoretical values have been adjusted percentage-
wise by the amount that the two-dimensional lift-curve-slope data exceed
the
for
the
rise given by the Frandtl-Glauert factor — .
&
The Mach numbers
the two-dimensional data were related to those for the wing ,through
sweep-theory relation
‘A=o = MA cOS A
A correlation of these results is givm in figure 1 for 26 swept-wing
configurations. In each case, the estimates are based on data for air-
foil.section configurations approximating the assumed effective section
of the swept wing taken normal to the wing quarter-chord line.
Drag.- The estimated values of
expression
CD= C~COSA+
total.drag were determined using the
~ COSSA + C%
%
where
l Cd. section minimum drag
drag and effect of
coefficient (assumed to be skin-friction
sweep estimated from ref. 31)
fkd
CL
section pressure-drag coefficient, cd - c~, at clA.o =—
COS2A
and ~=o =~cosA
Cd section drag coefficient at Cz and M indicated above
cDi induced drag coefficient calculated using reference 1
For all the wing-alone cotii~ations~ the est~ted hag ~lues were
determined from the above expression directly. For the ~-fus*ge
combinations, a fixed incremental.drag of 0.0050 was added to the
.
estimates to facilitate comparison of Mach number effects. These results
are summarized in figure 1.
Zero-lift pitching moment.- As indicated previously, estiwtes at
zero lift of wing pitching-moment coefficient due to camber sre based
directly on the equivalent two-dimensional value adjusted for sweep
6 NACA RM A5~23
effects. Thus, the moment for the cambered swept wing without twist
is assumed equal to that for the cambered section in yawed flow
for Mach numbers adjusted as before so that
~A=o
MA=—cos A
For w5ngs hatig twist in addition to camber, the finsJ.total ~
consists of the sum of that associated with the basic loading due to
twist (calculated fram ref. 1) and that due to camber indicated above.
These results are showm in figure 1.
Lift.coefficient for flow separation.--A study of the pressure
distributions of various airfoil sections at high Mach number revealed
that the incidence of flow separation (that is, failure of pressures on
the upper ”surfaceto recover fully at the trailing edge) is closely
allied with the section Czmx for Mach numbers up to a certain criti-
cal value. This is illustrated in figure 2 for a 14.3-percent-thic.k
sytmuetrical.NACA 64-series airfoil which was found to be typical of au
airfoils studied with the exception of those with large amounts of camber,
that is, a design lift coefficient of 0.4 or-higher. At the critical
Mach number mentioned the flow separation tinges from one associated
with the”normal breakdown of flow near cz~> to one induced by the
adverse pressure gradients due to the normal shock. Hence, in the present
analysis the two indicated lines, one for cZ-X and the other for shock-
induced stall illustrated in figure 2, have been assumed to define the
lift versus Mach number bmindaries for flow separation for a given air-
foil. Assuming the three-dimensional wing to evidence flow separation
at a CL equivalent to &hat for the yawed infinite airfoil, then
cLseP = czsepA = clsep~=o c0s2A
for Mach numbers of the wing governed by
MA . QE.Q. . ..
cos A
Since variations in the slope of the pitching-moment curve usually
provide a rather sensitive indication of the start of breakdown of the
flow on the swept wing, this qyantity has been used herein in an attempt
to evaluate the accuracy of the flow-separation estimates. Correlations
of the estimated values of CL for flow separation with the pitching-
moment data are given in figurd 3 for the various wings considered.
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For those few wings for which pressure-distribution data were.available
there is also included on the pitching-moment curve a point indicating
.
the measured CL for beginning of trailing-edge flow separation as
determined &om the pressure data.
Adjusted Wing Wta Procedure
—
For this procedure, as stated previously, the estimates of the
Charact=istics for a given configuration start with the known three-
dimensional data for a configuration approximating as closely as possible
that in question. The first step is to adjust these lmown results to —
account for any differences in plac-form and twist effects using some
span-loading method such as reference 1. Whatever differences exist in
airfoil.section between the two configurations then are accounted for
by applying to the @own characteristics increments that have been
determined from the high-speed data for the two airfoil sections, follow-
@ the sweep-theory relations outlined in the foregoing paragraphs.
.
DISCUSSION
Adjusted Wing Theory Procedure
The fundamental concept of two-dimensional flow prevailing at local
X.
sections of the finite wimg overlooks the changes in loading at the root
and tip associated with plan form and the adtitionsl changes in pressure
distribution in these regions due to compressibility effects. Theseu
changes in loading are briefly illustrated in figure 4 for a 35° swept-
back wing. Shown in the figure are comparisons of the pressure distri-
butions measured at several Mach numbers and span stations of the wing
with those estimated for the yawed infinite airfoil.based on pressure
measurements obtained on the airfoil in the Ames 1- by 3-1/2-foot high-
speed tunnel. h each example the estimated pressure diagram has been
determined for the equivalent value of local lift coefficient and Mach
number in unswept flow and the resultant values of pressure coefficient
then converted to yawed-flow conditions such that
PA = PA.0COS2A
thus, the measured and estimated pressure-diagram areas are ecyml. It
may be seen in the figure that although quite large differences in the
measured and estimated loadings occurred at the root and tip, th”etwo-
dimensional data offer rather accurate loading information over the wing
mid-semispan for Mach numbers well into the supercritical flow region. —-
A more detailed study of the limits of applicability of two-dimensional.
.
data to estimating the local loading characteristics for a 45° swept
* is giv- h reference 5.
.
.-..
8 ~mm
““”--–-
In studying the surface-loading characteristics of a
wings it became evident that the shifts in loading at the
had generally an equal and opposite effect insofar as the
characteristics of the finite swept wing were concerned.
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number of swept
root and tip
over-all.force
Furthermore.
extensive flow separation on the swept kkg was found to be delayed ~til
the average of the values of local Cz (rather than the peak cl as for
unswept wings) reached the two-dimensional value for flow separation.
Consequently, the aerodynamic characteristics of the swept wing tend to
efiibit the characteristics of the average section of the wing. It would :
be expected, therefore, that yawed-infinite-airfo~ data should be gener-
ally representative of the behavior of the swept finite wing.
Lift-curve slope.- The results of figure 1 showing the measured
variation of C& with Mach number as campared to those calculated by
the method of reference 1 indicate reasonably accurate estimates up to
about the critical Mach number. Above this Mach number the calculated
values fail to indicate sufficient rate of increase. The deficiency can
to some extent be traced to the inability of the I&andtl-Glauert small-
perturbation theory (employed in the span loading method of reference 1)
to account in full for the lift-curve-slope chsmges measured at super-
critical.speeds in two-dimensional flow. By adjusting the calculated
slope as follows,
-—
dl -M2(aLa)calc (Cza)eq
CLa =
FCZ”)-lM=O
some improvement can be made in the estimated lift-curve slopes1 for
wings of 35° sweep (see fig. 1). Eere the sweep-angle value is not so
great but what the flow reaches supercritical conditions normal to the
isobars prior to the entrance of the wing into the three-dimensional.
sonic-flow regime beghraing at a Mach number of about 0.95. Such iS
not the case} however, for wings of @o sweep or higher where a suffi-
cient amount of sweep exists to delay critical conditions on the section
to Mach numbers beyond the 0.95 limit where the three-dimensional sonic-
flow system commences to engulf the entire wing-fuselage configuration.
Obviously for sweep angles beyond about ho then, the two-dimensional,
data can be of little benefit for purposes of improving the calculated_
lift-curve slopes at low values of lift.
‘In computing the wing lift-curve slopes by reference 1, the two-
dimensional CZa data could have been substituted in place of the theo-
retical slope 2Yc/~= used therein. However, this practice is not
recommended since the majority of measured incompressible lift-curve
slopes fall somewhat Below the theoretical slope of 2fi. For some
unaccountable reason, much more accurate results are obtainable using the
base theoretical slope of 2X and correcting that by the measured defi-
ciency in the supercriticsJ.region.
.
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E2fs”- Comparisons of estimated and measured variations of drag
coefficient with Mach number for fixed values of wing lift coefficient
.
are given in figure 1. It is seen from these results that the variations
of drag with Mach number were indicated with reasonable accuracy up to
Mach numbers approaching those for drag divergence even for lift coeffi-
cients where considerable flow separation mwt have been present (e.g.,
wing 7, fig. l(c)). The estimated drag-divergence Mach numbers, on the
other hand, as well as magnitude of drag level must be considered insuffi-
ciently accurate for most design purposes. A summary of the estimated
and measured drag-divergence Mach nmbers is given in figure 5. For wings
of about 350 sweep the estimted values show a deviation of as much as
10 percent while with further increase in sweep angle the correlation
points depart rather abruptly from the line of perfect correlation to
follow a new path which approaches a measured MD limit line of about
0.95. Hence, it is clear that as long as the drag divergence of the
wing is governed by section characteristics (such as for wings with 35°
sweep or less) a rather rough estimate of MD is possible with this
method, but that an upper limit exists for MD in the neighborhood of
0.95 caused by three-dimensional sonic-flow conditions (onset of wave
drag). This boundary cannot be sltered by ftrctherincrease in sweep or
changes h section other than by their contribution to a change h the
longitudinal.distribution of area. The effects of such chamges in area
on drag at sonic speeds sre discussed in reference 32.
Zero-lift pitching moment.- Ihcluded in figure 1 are the estimates
of c% for those wings having camber either alone or combined with
twist. Where two-dimensional.data were not available for the exact
section normal to the quarter-chord ltie of the wing, the closest section
available has been substituted and the estimate adjusted proportionately
s where necess~ in order to match exactly the absolute ma~itudes of
camber. It can be seen that while the magnitude and variation of ~
with W& number could be estimated reasonably well, again for most of
the swept Wngs the divergence Mach number fell near or beyond the Mach
number 0.95 limit, thus rendering the method unreliable for such purposes
in this speed range.
Flow separation.- Flow separation as used herein refers primarily to
the trailing-edge type (unless stated otherwise) where the pressures fail
to recover fully at the trailing edge. Flow separation on the swept wing
marks the beginning of large increases in drag and local changes in lift
which usually result in unacceptable variations in pitching moment, the
severity of this latter effect being dependent on the wing plan form.
For swept wings these changes accompanying,flow separation occur at lift
coefficients somewhat below C~ with buffeting and the variations in
pitching moment usually being of such magnitude as to effectively limit
the useful lift range of the wing at this point. At transonic speeds
.
the separation can stem from adverse pressure gradients
from the effects of thichess and circulation as at low
the effects of compressibility and shocks as well. For
arising not only
speed, but from
the former type,
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fairly reliable estimates of flow separation on swept wings can be made
using two-dimensional airfoil.data as demonstrated at low speed in
references 3 sml 33, and at high speed in reference 5. For estimating
separation induced by shock waves, it would be antici~ted t~t eq~Y
good results could be achieved Wth the two-dimensional data provided
the shock on the finite wing was associated with velocity perturbations
in planes normal to the isobars and not from the three-dimensional shock
system that engulfs the configuration as a whole near sonic speed. A
detailed study of the extent to which two-dimensional loads data canbe
correlated with the local loading on a 45° sweptback wing has been made
h reference 5. b the present report the problem has been viewed some-
what differently; for a large numb= of wings estimates have been made
of the CL for flow separation based on two-dimensional data in an
attempt to show what relation, if any, this estimated cLsep hW with
the observed wing CL for pitCh divergence..
The pitching-moment characteristics together with the estimated
values of CL8e
f
for the wings considered in the study are shown in
figure 3. For he few wings for which pressure-distributiondata were
available for detetihing when flow separation actually began, a measured
value for C!LSep has also been indicated on the pitching-moment curve.
These measured values of CLaep serve to show (aside from the obvious
comparison with the estimated cLsep values) that the pitching-moment
variations are at best only a rough guide to flow separation. One of
the better illustrations of this point is found in wing 5 (fig. 3(a))
where changes in pitching m~ment are seen to-occur initially at a lift
coefficient of about 0.2 (described in ref. 10 as due to a boundary-
layer transition phenomenon) whereas actually the pressure-distributfxm
data showed no evidence of flow separation until a CL of about 0.5
(Mach number of O.6) where a second change in slope of the pitching-
moment curve occurred. It is this measured 1%1.ueof CLaep that can
be seen to agree very closely with the estimated value for cLsep
determined fram airfoil section data. b general, the other values of
estimated CLaep also show quite satisfactory agreement with the
measured values. A review of all of the estimates of CL8ep in rela-
tion to the pitching-moment characteristicswill show that some change
in slope of the pitching=moment curve usually occurred near the esti-
mated CL for flow separation. On the basis of these comparisons as
well as those involving the measured values o.f CLse s it is aPp~=t
!that the airfoil section data do afford a fairly rel able indication
of the lift coefficient for onset of extensive flow separation. Unfor-
tunately, however, this indicated success does not guarantee that a
change in moment will not also occur at some lower lift coefficient.
Nor is there any reliable method available at the present time to
predict with certainty which direction an anticipated change in moment
will pitch the airplane - up, down, or not at all. Nevertheless, it
is believed the correlation as shown in figur~ 3 covering a large
—
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number of wings is of particular,value in providing some insight into,
the interpretation of the observed pitthing-moment disturbances of
swept wings.
Adjusted Wing Data
Ih developing improved designs the
Procedure
process usually entails considera-
tion of changes t; a given basic-config&ation for which some amount of
experimental aerodynamic data exist. Since a considerable amount of .—
three-dimensional data are now available in the literature, plan-form
effects can for the most part be estimated fram existing data. Any
effects of airfoil section differences then can be readily ac&unted
for by using the same sweep-theory relations outlined in the previous
para~aphs. To ilJ.ustratethis point, figure 6 has be= prepared show-
ing a comparison of the estimated and measured variation of drag coeffi-
cient with Mach number for several of the configurations for which it
was possible to isolate changes in section for a given plan form (see
table I for description of configurations). For example, the estimated
drag characteristics given for wing 3 in figure 6(a) were derived from
the measured drag data for wing 2 as a base to which were added the
incremental differences in drag found from the two-dimensional drag
,measurements(appropriately adjusted for sweep effects) for the two air-
foil sections of these wings. The estimated resul.tsfor wings 8, 17,
13, 16, and 15 also included in figure 6 have been based on the measured
data for wings 5, 23, 14, 14, and 22, respectively. h comparing these
correlations with those of figure 1 it may be seen that somewhat improved
estimates of drag-divergence Mach number can be made using this procedure.
Some additional drag characteristics are presented in figure 7 in
the form of profile-drag-coefficientvariation with lift coefficient.
Using these data it is possible to compare the incremental differences
between the profile-drag curves for the two different wings based on
the yawed-infinite-airfoil data (labeled “Estimated”) and on the finite-
wing data (labeled ‘%ieasured”). Shown in the figure for several Mach
numbers are the effects of section modification for four example wings
and one example of the effect of a plan-form sweep-angle change of 30°
to 45°, wings 9 and18. W all cases the agreement between the two- and
three-dimensional results is quite good.
h figure 8 are presented plots of incremental changes in lift
coefficient for flow separation as a function of Mach number for the
tigs ded.t with in figure 7. For the comparisons the estimated and
measured increments have been derived from the results of figure 3.
For three of the wings presented (~, 15, and 22) the
were based on the known values of CLae
A
found from
data whereas for the remainder of the gs recourse
pitch divergence characteristics as a rough guide to
measure~ intiements
pressure-distribution
was made to the
the start of flow
-.
—
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separation. It is interesting to note from these results, as well as
the profile-drag curves of figure 7, the contrast in effectiveness of
the leading-edge modification (wings 2 and 3) as compared to a uniform-
type camber (e.g., wings 22 and 15) as a function of both Mach number
and lift coefficient. The superior effectiveness of the uniform-type
camber from a lift and drag standpoint are quite accurately predicted
.
—
frcml
been
with
the airfoil section dita. -
CONCLUDING REMARKS
,Withthe use of high-speed airfoil section data, estimates have
made of some of the aerodynamic characteristics of 26 swept wings
consideration being given to two different procedures. In one the
finite-wing characteristicswere related to airfoil section data while
in the second method, the estimates were based on the lmown data for a
finite wing approximating the configuration Q question with increments
then applied to account for the differences in airfoil section. While
the first method did not provide too reliable an indication of absolute
magnitudes, particularly the drag level and force- and moment-divergence
Mach numbers, the method did afford surprisingly good qualitative indi-
cations of the wiations with Mach number of drag, zero-lift pitching
moment, and lif% coefficient for flow separation for Mach numbers up to
—
about 0.9. Application of the second method showed considerable improve-
ment in the estimated values of drag-diverge-riceMach number and lift
coefficient for flow separation.
-.
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory
.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7’
8
9
10
U
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
a
22
23
24
:2
TABLE I.- WING CONFIGURATIONS AND DATA SOURCES
Configurationa
35-4- .6-wI?
35-4.5..5-W
35-4 .5-.5-w
35-4.8- .~-wl?
35-5.1- n-w
35-1o- .5-w
35-3.5- *2-WI?
35”5.1- .71-w
30-7.4- .38-wF
35-k .8-.5l-lET
36-6- .5-wF
45-4- .3-W
47-3.5- .2-W
47-3.5- .2+?
45-3-.5-w
(e = -50)
47-3.5- .2-W’
45-5- .57-w
(e = -8.~)
45-5 .1-.38-wF
40-10- .4-W
(e = -50)
45-4- .6-wF
45-3.56- .3-wF
45-3-.5-w
45-5- .57-w
45-5.5- .5-W’
63-3.5- .25-w
60-4- .6-wF
NACA Be
Deflblition
65AO06II
6kAO10 ~
6kAO10 L
(mod. L.E.)b
65-so L
oo14-oou~
(C@$o;;: .8)
64Ao0711
64AOI0A
64A010J
64Ao1oJ
64Ao06H
65AO06II
ion
Used
p:
6kAO10
(mod.L~~
OOu.56-64 (mod.)
64Ao(14.3)
64Ao(14.3)
65-206
65-412
65-z20
00~.~-64 (mod.)
64Ao(14.3)
;;-W;
65-208
64A4N3
65-z2L2
64A91o
65-so
210-1.10 40/1.o~l
(Czi=j;4~~o .8)
64~olo
64Ao1o
64AO1O
6kAO10
64A010
6kAO10
9
10
u
12
11
13
14
15
16
17
17
18
17
19
13
20
21
22
23
19
5
24
25
.
=1%rence lSection
unpub.
26
unpub.
unpub.
unpub.
unpub.
27
unpub.
27
unpub.
unpub.
unpub.
27
27
28
27
29
27
30
mpub .
26
26
26
26
26
26
aConfiguration given in following order: sweepback angle, aspect ratio,
wing-fuselage-tail combina-taper ratio, and wing, wing-fuselage, or
bM~&~ed lea&bg edge.
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